
Exapress NC Series
Industrial Press Brake



Exapress is proud to announce the new NC series press brakes, offering high precision bending 
at an affordable price.

Exapress press brakes are manufactured to the highest standards with fully annealed frames 
and the highest quality components. The NC series is a tried and tested industry workhorse and 
proven leader in durable, high precision hydraulic torsion bar press brakes.

EXAPRESS NC SERIES
NC HYDRAULIC PRESS BRAKE



The Estun E21 controllers are overwhelmingly popular in the 
industry due to their simplicity. The interface is easy to use 
and includes all of the functions you will ever need:

- Back gauge control
- Intelligent positioning
- Stock counter
- Memory up to 40 programs with 25 steps per program
- One side positioning
- Retract function
- One key backup / restore or parameters

ESTUN E21 NC CONTROLLER

LN TECH LASER LIGHT GUARDS

MACHINE FEATURES

DURABLE

FAST

PRECISE 

The LN Tech  laser guarding system ensures safe 
operation at all times. 

Optical protection remains active until the tool opening is re-
duced, thereby preventing fingers and hands from entering 
the point of operation.



The Exapress press brakes come with modular hydrau-
lic systems from German giant Bosch-Rexroth, develo-
ped especially for press brakes. 

With years of experience at the forefront of the tech-
nology sector, Bosch-Rexroth provide the best hydrau-
lic systems available. 

Their latest pump systems allow up to 70% energy sa-
ving, while using 50% less hydraulic oil.

This system is complimented by premium Japanese 
NOK seals and a high pressure German ALLEAD high 
pressure gear oil pump.

BOSCH-REXROTH HYDRAULIC SYSTEM (GERMANY)

CNC control of lower beam crowning compensa-
tes for top beam deflection, resulting in accurate 
bends along the entire length of the workpiece.

MANUAL CROWNING AVAILABLE

eXapress frames are welded before being 
fully annealed to 700 degrees in purpose bu-
ilt annealing furnace.

This relieves all internal stresses within the 
frame and ensures a quality machine that 
will bend accurately for a lifetime.

FULLY ANNEALED FRAMES

The main motor is imported from 
German giant Siemens and ensu-
res long service life and low noise 
output.

SIEMENS MAIN MOTOR



European style quick clamping upper tooling system allows 
fast, safe and easy tool changing. 

This eliminates time consuming tool change and is the cur-
rent industry standard for good reason.

European standard safety interlock system to ensure safe 
operation (CE Requirement). 

This includes side and rear doors fitted with safety interlock.

Also includes LN Tech light guarding for safe operation.

Standard European style top and bottom full width tooling is 
included.

Bottom tool is an 88° Multi Vee block (with 5-8-10-12-16-28-36-
60mm openings).

EUROPEAN STYLE QUICK CLAMPING SYSTEM

EUROPEAN TOOLING

FULL GUARDING SYSTEM - CE REQUIREMENT



High positioning accuracy. High repeatability.

The HIWIN linear guideway was designed with a 
low friction coefficient, ensuring the difference 
between dynamic and static friction is minimised. 

This ensures repeat precision.

High speed, precise servo drives and motors
drive the back gauge fingers.

The system is complete with high quality electrical
components from German giant Schneider Electric. Tested,
checked and perfectly labelled, allowing you to bend
with confidence.

Free running height adjustable front sheet sup-
ports for easy bending of heavier work pieces and 
able to be adjusted for optimal bending support.

DUAL FRONT SHEET SUPPORTS

PRECISION BACK GAUGE FINGERS ON DOUBLE LINEAR GUIDE (HIWIN)

SCHNEIDER ELECTRICAL SYSTEM





Disclaimer: All care has been taken to ensure information is correct at time of quote. Please excuse any errors or omissions.


